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Abstract—WirelessHART is a networking technology
that is widely used in industrial wireless sensor networks.
Its reliability and real-time performance are essential to
industrial production. Many works have studied these
two aspects, primarily focusing on a single WirelessHART
network. However, multiple WirelessHART networks usually
coexist in a real industrial environment. Applying existing
approaches to such coexisting networks would cause performance degradation due to communication interference
among these networks. In this paper, we propose a holistic
framework that optimizes both reliability and temporality
for multiple coexisting networks. The framework consists
of two levels. The upper level targets communication
channel management, and the lower level addresses data
flow scheduling. For the upper level, we propose a network
isolation algorithm that improves the data transmission
reliability through dynamically adjusting channel assignments to different WirelessHART networks. For the lower
level, we propose data flow scheduling algorithms that
guarantee the temporality of data flows within each isolated
network. These algorithms minimize the number of channels reserved by each isolated network and further enhance
the transmission reliability through alleviating channel
resource contention. We conduct trace-driven simulations
of the channel management algorithm, and the results
demonstrate that our algorithm exhibits stable performance
and reduces packet loss by 36%. For the scheduling algorithms, the simulations demonstrate that in contrast with
existing algorithms, the greater the number of coexisting
networks, the fewer resources our algorithms use. When
eight networks coexist, our algorithms outperform existing
ones by consuming up to 63% fewer channel resources.
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I. INTRODUCTION
IRELESSHART [1]–[3] is a wireless networking technology that has been widely used in industrial applications, e.g., industrial process control [4], collaborative
location and tracking systems [5], and monitoring systems
[6], [7]. These applications usually have stringent requirements
regarding the reliability and real-time performance of WirelessHART networks. Data packet loss or delayed packets can
cause catastrophic consequences. For example, in the cement
manufacturing industry, the temperature data of rotary kilns
must be sent to the control room within a deadline. If a data
packet with a high-temperature message is lost or delayed, the
kilns can explode. To enhance the reliability and temporality of
WirelessHART networks, various methods have been proposed,
such as real-time scheduling algorithms [8], [9], end-to-end
delay analysis [10], and a reliable routing algorithm [11]. However, all of these methods focus on a single WirelessHART
network.
In real industrial environments, there are often multiple coexisting WirelessHART networks. The scale of a WirelessHART
network is limited to 100 sensor/actuator devices because a
network manager has limited computing capacity [12], [13].
A large-scale industrial application usually requires more than
100 such devices and thus involves multiple WirelessHART networks. A canonical scenario involving coexisting networks is as
follows. Data flows are transmitted between two devices that are
separated by obstructions such as walls, ceilings, or floors. A
low penetration ability would result in significant packet loss and
transmission delay, which would thus compromise the reliability
and temporality of the network. To avoid these negative consequences, an effective approach is to construct WirelessHART
networks for the devices on each side of an obstruction. Each
WirelessHART network is individually managed by a centralized network manager, and these network managers are connected with each other by a robust communications medium,
such as a wired network. The same structure is proposed by the
EMERSON company [12].
Fig. 1 illustrates the above two scenarios with three coexisting WirelessHART networks in a factory. Their coverage areas overlap, and this overlapping causes communication
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Fig. 1.
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Multiple WirelessHART networks coexist in a factory.

interference among these networks. Channel hopping and blacklisting can reduce partial interference, but the benefits are limited. In this paper, we focus on the issue of how to optimize
the reliability and temporality of multiple coexisting networks.
Commonly, two types of methods are used to solve this issue:
centralized and distributed. For centralized methods, managing
multiple coexisting networks as an entire entity will overload
the centralized network manager. A WirelessHART gateway
can support at most 100 nodes [12], [13]. However, there can
be thousands of wireless devices in a factory. A gateway cannot
manage the entire network. Even when the centralized management can be implemented in a high-speed computing unit, the
runtime of management programs for a large-scale network is
unacceptable. For distributed methods, we might apply singlenetwork approaches, such as those previously presented [8],
[10], [14], [15] to each coexisting network; then, the network
considers the interference from neighboring networks external
interference and manages its own communications to avoid the
interference. However, this management is based on limited local information, and it is difficult to optimize the results. To
address these issues, we propose a tradeoff between these two
methods—a novel, two-level framework that optimizes both reliability and temporality. The lower level addresses data flow
scheduling in a single WirelessHART network. The upper level
does not manage data flows but instead targets centralized channel resource management. Specifically, we make the following
contributions.
First, we propose two flow-scheduling algorithms for the
lower level. The objective of the first algorithm is to minimize
the number of channels required by scheduling flows in a single
network. The second algorithm not only optimizes the number
of channels but also enhances the temporality of data flows. For
these algorithms, we provide performance guarantees through
rigorous theoretical analysis. Based on the results of these algorithms, the upper level can eliminate channel contention and
improve data transmission reliability. The simulation results indicate that the greater the number of coexisting networks, the
fewer resources our algorithms use compared with the existing algorithms, and our algorithms outperform existing ones by
using up to 63% fewer channel resources.
Second, we propose a network isolation algorithm for the upper level. To avoid external interference and enhance the data
transmission reliability, we propose an algorithm to dynamically
adjust channel assignments. The algorithm significantly reduces
packet loss through eliminating the communication interference
among different networks. Using data traces collected from a

Fig. 2.

Operation mechanism.

real test-bed, we conduct trace-driven simulations for the channel management algorithm. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm exhibits stable performance and reduces packet
loss by 36%.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system consists of two levels. The lower level corresponds to a single WirelessHART network, and the upper level is
the entire network. In our system model, superscripts of symbols
are used to distinguish different WirelessHART networks in the
upper level, and subscripts indicate different elements in a WirelessHART network in the lower level. The entire network W
contains multiple WirelessHART networks W = {w1 , w2 , . . .}.
If networks wi and wj can interfere with each other when
they transmit packets simultaneously on the same channel, then
cij = 1; otherwise, cij = 0. Each WirelessHART network wi
is equipped with a manager. These managers are connected to
the coordinator by wired media. In the lower level, the WirelessHART protocol is based on a centralized management and a
multichannel time division multiple access scheme and supports
15 nonoverlapping channels. The centralized network manager
is responsible for management functions such as scheduling
data flows and configuring the network. To enhance reliability,
the WirelessHART protocol adopts graph routing [1], [16]. In
this paper, all routing graphs were specified before generating
schedules. Some previously published routing methods [11],
[17] can be used to obtain routing graphs. The manager assigns
a time slot and a channel offset to each hop in these routing
graphs; the channel offset is used to calculate which channel
can be used. Controlled by the manager, each node sends the
packet in the assigned time slot and on the assigned channel. A
detailed description of WirelessHART networks is presented in
Section III. We present the operation mechanism of our system
in Fig. 2 and state the problems considered.
In the initial stage, each network manager generates the schedule for all flows under real-time constraint in its own network.
If two WirelessHART networks transmit packets on the same
channel and their coverage areas overlap, they will interfere with
each other, resulting in packet loss. Therefore, we isolate networks by employing different channels. Channel resources are
scarce because there are only 15 available channels. Therefore,
in the lower level, our problem is how to schedule real-time
data flows using the minimum number of channels in a single
network.
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Fig. 3.

System overview.

After schedule generation, the network manager determines
and submits to the coordinator the number of required channels.
Based on these submissions, the coordinator assigns available
channels and sends channel assignments to network managers.
In industrial environments, there exist wireless communication
devices that use the same 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific and
medical band with the WirelessHART protocol, e.g., Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, and cordless phones. The external interference is uncontrolled and dynamic. A previously published work demonstrated that infrequent channel offset adjustment can improve
reliability [18]. Thus, when the system is running, each manager also sends information about the quality of channels to the
coordinator. When the quality is below a given threshold, the
coordinator changes the poor quality channel to an unused one
and sends the new assignment to the manager. In the upper level,
our problem is how to design the channel management scheme
not only to assign channels to isolate multiple networks at the
initial stage but also to support dynamic adjustment to alleviate
external interference.
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the two problems. The
pattern block denotes the lower level problem. The algorithm for
this problem is only in the network managers. The gray blocks in
managers and the coordinator are about the upper level problem.
In Section III, we initially propose two scheduling algorithms
for the lower level. In Section IV, we then solve the network
isolation problem in the upper level.
III. FLOW SCHEDULING FOR THE LOWER LEVEL
In this section, we focus on the lower level and describe how
to solve the scheduling problem using a minimum number of
channels under a real-time constraint in a single WirelessHART
Network.
A. Single WirelessHART Network Model
For simplicity, we omit superscripts in this section.
We consider a WirelessHART network characterized by
w = N, L, M . A WirelessHART network consists of sensor/actuator devices and a gateway that is connected to the centralized network manager. We use a node set N = {n1 , n2 , . . . }
to denote them. Each device is equipped with a transceiver,
therefore a node does not serve multiple packets simultaneously.
If nodes ni and nj can directly communicate with each other,
the link lij in set L is equal to 1; otherwise, lij = 0. Transmitting
a packet through a link is a transmission. Each transmission is

Fig. 4. WirelessHART network model. (a) Graph routing for a flow.
(b) Superframe for the subgraph.

followed immediately by its acknowledgment. For simplicity,
we call a transmission and its acknowledgment a transmission
in the following. Not all 15 channels can always be accessed.
The channel sets M̄ and M denote the blacklist and whitelist,
respectively.
The flow set is denoted by F = {f1 , f2 , . . .}. These flows are
transmitted either from nodes to the gateway or the reverse. Each
flow fi is characterized by fi = pi , φi . The first packet of every
flow is released at time 0. Then, flow fi periodically generates
a packet at period pi to send. The relative deadline is equal to
the period. The packet released at time t must be delivered to
its destination before its deadline t + pi . The network manager
assigns a time slot and a channel offset to each transmission.
If no packets miss deadlines, the set is schedulable and the
assignment is called a feasible schedule.
A graph routing supplies multiple paths from the source node
to the destination. Employing multiple paths can avoid packet
loss introduced by link failures. Fig. 4(a) shows an example
of a routing graph. The directed links constitute the routing
graph φi of flow fi . The WirelessHART protocol specifies that
each node has at most two links from itself to other nodes and
attempts to send a packet at most three times (including the initial
transmission and two retransmissions). The initial transmission
and the first retransmission are on one link, whose type is defined
as L1, and the second retransmission is on another link, whose
type is L2. A node can receive the same packet from different
nodes, e.g., in Fig. 4(a) node n4 receives the same packet from
nodes n2 and n3 . In this case, the time slots assigned to node n4
for sending the packet are after the time slots in which the node
n4 has received all copies of the packet.
Based on the information regarding the network and flows,
the network manager schedules transmissions in the time slot
and channel dimensions to eliminate interference and satisfy the
real-time requirement. These schedules are organized within
superframes that repeat themselves periodically, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). In one superframe, the packet generated by flow
fi should be transmitted from its source node to the destination, and the period of the superframe is equal to the period of flow fi . The period supported by the WirelessHART
protocol is b × 2a , where a is an integer value and b is the
unit period. Flows with the same period are scheduled in the
same superframe. Multiple superframes with different periods
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Subgraph of the flow in Fig. 4.

are used to perform all flow schedules, and they start from
the absolution slot number (ASN) 0. These schedules are delivered to devices via the gateway. We consider all superframes in a network hyperframe whose period is the hyperperiod
H = LCM(p1 , p2 , . . .) = max∀f i ∈F {pi }. We schedule flows in
the first hyperperiod because subsequently all schedules are
cyclically repeated.
To enhance reliability, the WirelessHART protocol applies
a channel-hopping scheme in which the actual channel used
by each transmission must be calculated based on the assigned
channel offset as follows:
Actual Channel = (ASN + Channel Offset) mod |M |.
Because in the same time slot (for the same ASN), a channel
offset corresponds to the only actual channel. Therefore, the
scheduling algorithm only solves how to assign channel offsets
to transmissions; it need not consider the effect of the channel hopping on schedulability. A similar conclusion has been
presented in a previously published study [19].
B. Establishing the Releasing Sequence Graph
The graph routing is more complex than single-path routing,
and the number of transmissions on the L1 and L2 links is
different. Therefore, we use a graph to denote the releasing
sequence of transmissions explicitly. We establish the releasing
sequence graph G = V, E for network w and flow set F .
Graph G contains |F | connected subgraphs. These subgraphs
are disjoint, and each subgraph corresponds to a flow. Fig. 5
shows the subgraph of the flow in Fig. 4. An element vi in
the set V denotes a transmission that needs a time slot to be
scheduled, and vi = pi , sni , dni . pi is the period of the flow
to which the vertex belongs and is the implicit deadline. sni
and dni are the transmission’s source and destination nodes.
Element eij in set E specifies the release order. Vertex vj is
released after all vertices in set {vi |∃eij ∈ E} are scheduled.
The method for establishing the releasing sequence graph is
presented in Algorithm 1. We traverse the routing graph of each
flow from the root. The transmissions are added to graph G one
by one (lines 5–17). For each link in φk , if the type of the link
is L1, there are two transmissions (the initial transmission and
the first retransmissions) on that link, and two corresponding
vertices {va , va+1 } are added into vertex set V (lines 7–8). If
the type of the link is L2, there is one transmission (the second
retransmission) passing through the link, and only one vertex
{va } is added (lines 14–15). The symbol Ωi denotes the set
{va |va ∈ G, dna = ni , ∀eab ∈ G, dnb = ni } and Ωi ⊆ V . The
symbol Ik ,i denotes the in-degree of node ni in routing graph
φk . When |Ωi | is equal to Ik ,i , the packet has been transmitted
to node ni from all paths, and the transmissions from node ni to

Algorithm 1: Establish the releasing sequence graph G.
Require: w, F
Ensure: G = V, E
1: a ← 1;
2: for each fk ∈ F do
3:
set all Ωi as ∅;
4:
Q.enqueue(the root of φk ); // Q is a FIFO queue
5:
while !Q.isEmpty() do
6:
ni ← Q.dequeue();
7:
if ∃lij ∈ φk and the type of lij is L1 then
8:
V ← V + {va , va+1 }; E ← E + {ea,a+1 };
9:
for each vb ∈ Ωi do
10:
E ← E + {eba };
11:
Ωj ← Ωj + {va+1 }; a ← a + 2;
12:
if |Ωj | = Ik ,j then
13:
Q.enqueue(nj );
14:
else if ∃lij ∈ φk and the type of lij is L2 then
15:
V ← V + {va }; E ← E + {ea−1,a };
Ωj ← Ωj + {va }; a + +;
16:
if |Ωj | = Ik ,j then
17:
Q.enqueue(nj );
18: return V, E;

other nodes can be released (lines 12–13 and 16–17). Inputs w
and F will influence the performance of all algorithms proposed
in this paper. However, to model more general applications, we
do not restrict the input.
The numbers of iterations of the for loop in line 2, while
loop in line 5 and for loop in line 9 are O(|F |), O(|N |), and
O(|N |), respectively. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 1
is O(|F ||N |2 ).
C. Problem Formulation
The network manager assigns the ri th channel offset and
the si th time slot to vertex vi . Note that ri denotes the ri th
channel offset in the local available channel offsets M , i.e.,
ri ≤ m, where m = |M |. If the vertex is assigned time slot si ,
it will be scheduled in time slots si + j · pi (j ≥ 0) because the
flow is periodic. Therefore, the scheduling problem of a single
WirelessHART network is described as follows. Given flow set
F and releasing sequence graph G, our objective is to find ri
and si for each vertex such that
min m.
The minimizing problem should respect the following constraints.
1) Channel offset constraint: ∀vi ∈ V, 0 ≤ ri < m. For
each vertex, its channel offset ri cannot exceed the number of used channels in the local network.
2) Real-time constraint: ∀vi ∈ V, 0 ≤ si < pi . To satisfy
the real-time performance constraints, no transmission
can miss the deadline.
3) Sequence constraint: ∀eij ∈ E, si < sj . As shown in the
releasing sequence graph, if there exists element eij , the
scheduling of vertex vj is after vertex vi .
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4) Interference constraint: There are two types of interference, node interference (two vertices use the same node)
and scheduling interference (two vertices are scheduled
in the same time slot and on the same channel). If two
vertices use the same node, they cannot be scheduled in
the same time slot [see (1)]. Otherwise, they cannot be
scheduled in the same time slot and on the same channel
[see (2)]. If the schedules do not respect the interference
constraint, the transmissions fail. We use the following
logical expressions to formulate these constraints.
∀vi , vj ∈ V, vi = vj , for simplicity, we use va to denote
the vertex that has the longer period between vi and vj , i.e.,
a = arg maxσ =i,j {pσ }, and vb has the shorter period. Note

that during a period of vertex va , vertex vb is scheduled ppa


b

times. Therefore, sa = sb + g · pb [∀g ∈ [0, ppa )] is used to deb
note whether interference between the two vertices exists.
If {sna , dna } ∩ {snb , dnb } = ∅, then

(sa = (sb + g · pb )) = 1
(1)

Algorithm 2: E-RM(m).
Require: G, F , m
Ensure: {r1 , s1 , r2 , s2 , ...}, SCH or UNSCH
1: for each vi ∈ V do
2:
ρ1i ← (sni or dni is the gateway)?1 : 2;
3:
ρ2i ← pi ; // the priority in the RM policy
4: for each t ∈ [0, H) do
5:
update the released set V ;
6:
for each vi ∈ V do
7:
if pi − t = the number of remaining hops then
8:
ρ1i ← 0; //the highest priority
9:
ch ← 0;
10:
while V = ∅ do
11:
find vertex vi such that

((ρ1i < ρ1j ) ∨ ((ρ1i = ρ1j ) ∧ (ρ2i < ρ2j )))
∀v j ∈V \{v i }

12:
13:

p

∀g ∈[0, p a )

else



b

(sa = (sb + g · pb )) ∨ (ra = rb ) = 1.

(2)

p

∀g ∈[0, p a )
b

D. Our Heuristic Algorithm: Extended Rate-Monotonic
(E-RM)
The WirelessHART protocol suggests using the classical ratemonotonic (RM) policy as a base scheduling strategy [1]. In
RM, the vertex with the shorter period is assigned the higher
priority. Note that if a vertex has node interference in this time
slot, it cannot be scheduled no matter how many channels are
idle. Therefore, node interference reduces the channel utilization. The gateway is a hotspot and experiences more node interference than other nodes do. The vertices using the gateway
are called gateway vertices, and those vertices not on the gateway are nongateway vertices. We trace the schedule of RM,
learning that at the end of each period, only gateway vertices
remain. Thus, only one channel is used by gateway vertices
due to node interference on the gateway; the other channels are
wasted. Therefore, we propose an E-RM policy to optimize the
schedule of gateway vertices. In E-RM, gateway vertices are
scheduled as preferentially as possible. Thus, they and other
nongateway vertices can be scheduled in the same time slot on
different channels. This scheme improves the time efficiency
and channel utilization.
We use Algorithm 2 to check the number of channels on
which the flow set is schedulable. If for the given number
of channels m, the schedules of all flows in the hyperperiod H can be generated, the flow set is schedulable (SCH);
otherwise, it is unschedulable (UNSCH).
The minimum
number of required channels is obtained by min{m|∀m ∈
[1, 15], E − RM (m)returns SCH}.
In Algorithm 2, a vertex has two priorities: the prime priority ρ1i and the subpriority ρ2i . The smaller value indicates the
higher priority. The subpriority is the traditional RM priority

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

if t > pi then return UNSCH;
if {sni , dni } ∩ {snj , dnj |∀vj ∈ Λt+g ·p i ,
g ∈ [0, pH )} = ∅ then
i
delete vi from V ;
else if ch < m then
ri ← ch; si ← t; ch + +;
move vi from V to Λt+g ·p i , where g ∈ [0, pH );
i
return SCH, {r1 , s1 , r2 , s2 , ...};

(line 3). The prime priority of gateway vertices is greater than
that of nongateway vertices (line 2). In addition, when the number of remaining time slots before the deadline is equal to the
number of remaining hops, the vertex must be scheduled immediately. Otherwise, the deadline will be missed. Therefore, its
prime priority is set to the highest value (lines 6–8). V is the
set of vertices that have been released but not scheduled. The
vertices in set V are scheduled in order from the highest priority to the lowest priority (line 11). The vertex with the highest
prime priority is chosen first. If more than one vertex has the
same prime priority, the vertex with the higher subpriority is
chosen. For each chosen vertex, if the current time slot exceeds
its deadline, the flow set is unschedulable (line 12). The set
Λt contains the vertices that have been scheduled in time slot
t. If the chosen vertex interferes with the scheduled vertices,
it cannot be scheduled in this time slot (lines 13–14), which
corresponds to constraint (4.a). Otherwise, it is scheduled when
it satisfies constraint (4.b) (lines 15–17). Note that a vertex is
scheduled periodically. When it is scheduled in time slot t, it
must be scheduled in time slots t + g · pi [∀g ∈ [0, pH )] and
i

each Λt+g ·p i [∀g ∈ [0, pH )] must be updated.
i
In Algorithm 2, the number of iterations of the for loop in
line 4 is O(H). The number of iterations of the for loop in
line 6 and while loop in line 10 are both at most O(|V |). The
time complexity of determining the highest priority vertex is
O(|V |2 ) (line 11). The complexity of the verification in line 13
is O( pH ), and the complexity of line 17 is O( pH ). Therefore,
i

i

the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(H|V |(|V |2 + ( p mHi n )2 )),
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where p mHi n is the quotient of the maximum period and the
minimum period. In a real WirelessHART network, the periods
of all flows are usually similar, i.e., p mHi n is usually small.
The only difference between E-RM and RM is how to identify the highest priority vertex (line 11). The complexity of that
part in RM is O(|V |). Therefore, the time complexity of RM
is O(H|V |(|V | + ( p mHi n )2 )). Our algorithm only introduces
O(|V |) cost. In Section V, we will present a comparison of
their running time.
E. Schedule Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the schedule performance of E-RM
and RM. Because flows have different periods, each unit period
contains different vertices. Therefore, the packets generated by
a flow in different periods will meet different higher priority
vertices and suffer different interference. We distinguish vertices
in different periods as follows. The symbol vk ,g [g ∈ [0, pH )]
k
denotes vertex vk in the gth period. Then, we can determine that
when a packet is released at time pi · g, vertex vk ,g belonging to
the packet will be scheduled in time interval γk ,g = [pi · g, pi ·
(g + 1) − 1]. We call the time interval the lifetime of vertex
vk ,g .
In RM, the node interference suffered by vertex vk ,g ,
which belongs to flow fi , is denoted as αk ,g = {va,ϑ |ρa
< ρk , {sna , dna } ∩ {snk , dnk } = ∅, γk ,g ∩ γa,ϑ = ∅ ∀ϑ ∈
[0, pH )}. Then, the node interference that flow fi suffers
a
is defined as Ai,g = ∪ αk ,g − φi . We assume that
∀v k ∈φ i

vertex vj,ϑ has higher RM priority than does vertex vk ,g ,
and that their lifetimes overlap. If vertex vj,ϑ is not in
set Ai,g , it is in the scheduling interference set βk ,g . The
scheduling interference is denoted as βk ,g = {vb,ϑ |ρb < ρk ,
/ Ai,g } and Bi,g = ∪
γk ,g ∩ γb,ϑ = ∅ ∀ϑ ∈ [0, pH ), vb,ϑ ∈
∀v k ∈φ i

b

βk ,g − φi . In E-RM, some vertices’ priorities are changed.
Then, the interferences suffered by vertex vk in the gth
period are αkE,g = {va,ϑ |((ρ1a < ρ1k ) ∨ (ρ1a = ρ1k ∧ ρ2a <
ρ2k )), {sna , dna } ∩ {snk , dnk } = ∅, γk ,g ∩ γa,ϑ = ∅, ∀ϑ ∈
[0, pH )} and βkE,g = {vb,ϑ |(ρ1b < ρ1k ) ∨ (ρ1b = ρ1k ∧ ρ2b <
a
E
/ AE
ρ2k ), γk ,g ∩ γb,ϑ = ∅, ∀ϑ ∈ [0, pH ), vb,ϑ ∈
i,g }. Then Ai,g =
∪

∀v k ∈φ i

E
αkE,g − φi , Bi,g
=

∪

∀v k ∈φ i


∀f b ∈hp(f i )

|B

|

slot. The delay introduced by set Bi,g is mi , g . In addition, the
packet passes path φi usingat most |φi | time slots. Therefore, the
|B

|

i,g
+ |Ai,g | + |φi |. When the delay is
worst case delay is
m
not greater than the deadline (period), the packet is schedulable.
Therefore, Lemma 1 holds.

 |B E | 
i,g
E
+
|A
Lemma 2: If ∀fi ∈ F , ∀g ∈ [0, pHi ] and
|
+
i,g
m
|φi | ≤ pi , then the flow set can be real-time scheduled by E-RM.
The proof of Lemma 2 is the same as that of Lemma 1.
Theorem 1: Any flow set that can be real-time scheduled
on the 1-speed network is real-time scheduled by RM on the
z-speed network with z ≥ m.
Proof: From Lemma 1, we know that if a flow set can be
scheduled on the z-speed network, then ∀fi ∈ F, ∀g ∈ [0, pHi )

|Bi,g |
(4)
+ |Ai,g | + |φi | ≤ z · pi .
m

b

βkE,g − φi .

In a 1-speed network means, all nodes of the network run at
the normal speed. In the z-speed network, all nodes run on speed
z; the bandwidth is z times as fast, and the number of channels
is the same as the original network. Therefore, if the period (and
deadline) of a flow is p in a 1-speed network, then its period is
z · p in the z-speed network. We use speedup factor z to evaluate
the schedule performance of a scheduling algorithm. To derive
the speedup factors of RM and E-RM, we assume there exists an
optimal scheduling algorithm that can find the feasible schedule
without any node interference, i.e., the optimal algorithm can
find a feasible schedule, if
∀fi ∈ F,

where Vi is the vertex set of flow fi and hp(fi ) denotes the set
of flows whose priorities are greater than fi . In other words,
for flow fi , if the resources required by it and the flows in the
set hp(fi ) are supplied on m channels before its deadline, then
the assumed optimal algorithm can find a feasible schedule.
There are no other algorithms better than the assumed optimal
algorithm because if (3) does not hold, at least two transmissions
are scheduled in the same time slot and on the same channel. This
situation represents scheduling interference and is not supported
by our system. Therefore, (3) is the utilization upper bound, and
our speedup factors analysis is safe. Based on (3), we derive the
speedup factor of RM (see Theorem 1).


|B i , g |
+ |Ai,g | +
Lemma 1: If ∀fi ∈ F , ∀g ∈ [0, pHi ),
m
|φi | ≤ pi , then the flow set can be real-time scheduled by RM.
Proof: Packet P is generated by flow fi in the gth period. P
can be delayed by sets Ai,g and Bi,g . In the worst case scenario,
the packet suffers interference from all vertices in set Ai,g , and
this interference is in |Ai,g | time slots. Therefore, the delay
introduced by the node interference is at most |Ai,g |. For set
Bi,g , if the vertices in Bi,g do not occupy all m channels, then
an idle channel can be used to schedule packet P . In this case, the
vertices do not delay the packet P . Therefore, in the worst case
in one time
scenario, the vertices in Bi,g occupy allm channels



|Vb | ·

pi
pb


+ |Vi | ≤ m · pi

(3)

In RM, the vertices in Ai,g and Bi,g have higher priorities than do those in φi . Therefore, they belong to
flows fb ∈ hp(fi ). Thus, from (3), |Bi,g | + |Ai,g | + |φi | ≤
pi
∀f b ∈hp(f i ) (|Vb | · p b ) + |Vi | ≤ m · pi . Then,
|Ai,g | + |φi | ≤ m · pi − |Bi,g |.
 |B

We can obtain that
m + |Bi,g | · ( m1·p i −

i,g |
m

1
pi



+|A i , g |+|φ i |
pi

 |B

≤

i,g |
m

(5)


). Thus, when


1
1
−
z ≥ m + |Bi,g | ·
m · pi
pi

+m ·p i −|B i , g |
pi

≤

(6)

(4) holds. Because |Bi,g | is always greater than or equal to zero,

in the worst case |Bi,g | = 0 and thus z ≥ m.
The proposed E-RM adds two strategies to the traditional
RM policy: (a) the gateway vertex has higher priority and (b)
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the vertex whose number of remaining hops is equal to the
remaining time slots has the highest priority. Then, we prove
that strategy (b) does not degrade the schedule performance and
illustrates the speedup factor of E-RM.
Lemma 3: If flow fi is real-time scheduled by algorithm ERM without strategy (b), it can be real-time scheduled by E-RM.
Proof: We assume that vertex vk can trigger strategy (b). Before vertex vk is released, the schedules of algorithm E-RM with
or without strategy (b) are the same. After vertex vk is released,
if algorithm E-RM without strategy (b) can real-time schedule
the flow, the vertices between vertex vk and the destination of
the flow are given the highest priority and are scheduled in every
time slot. Otherwise, the flow will miss its deadline. The situation that these vertices are scheduled in every time slot is the
same as that in strategy (b). Therefore, the flow can be scheduled
by algorithm E-RM with strategy (b). Lemma 3 holds.

Theorem 2: Any flow set that can be real-time scheduled on
the 1-speed network can be real-time scheduled by E-RM on
.
the z-speed network with z ≥ pmm·H
in
Proof: According to Lemma 3, the speedup factor z of E-RM
without strategy (b) is not less than that of E-RM with strategy
(b). Then we derive the speedup factor of E-RM without strategy
(b). From Lemma 2, we have
E
|Bi,g
|
+ |AE
i,g | + |φi | ≤ z · pi .
m

(7)

Algorithm 3: Priority assignment in algorithm Z-RM.
Require: the given threshold z̄
Ensure: ∀ρ1i , ∀ρ2i , ∀ρ3i
1: sort flows according to the decreasing order of their
priorities, where f1 has the highest priority;
2: for i = 1 to |F | do
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

|A k |−|A i , g |

, k ∈ [i, |F |],
ρ̃i ← min{k|z̄ < i , g p i
H
g ∈ [0, p i )};
for i = |F | − 1 to 1 do
if ρ̃i+1 < ρ̃i then
ρ̃i ← ρ̃i+1 ;
for each vb do
ρ2b ← the ID of the flow that vb belongs to; //
the priority in the RM policy
if snb and dnb are not the gateway then
ρ1b ← 2;
ρ3b ← ρ̃i , where vertex vb belongs to flow fi ;
else
ρ1b ← 1;

According


 |B
 |B

i,g |
m
i,g |
m



F. Our Heuristic Algorithm: Z-RM
From Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain that compared with RM,
E-RM can relieve the congestion of the gateway; however, in the
worst case, it might have low schedule performance. Therefore,
we propose a tradeoff algorithm between these two algorithms,
Z-RM.
Compared with RM, E-RM changes the priorities of gateway vertices. These vertices have node interference with each
E
,
other on the gateway. Therefore, they are not in set Bi,g
E
E
i.e., Bi,g = Bi,g . However, Ai,g = Ai,g because in E-RM, if
vk is a gateway vertex, it suffers less node interference than
exists in RM αkE,g = αk ,g − {vb,ϑ |ρ2b < ρ2k , γb,ϑ ∩ γk ,g =
∅, ϑ ∈ [0, pH ), snb and dnb are not the gateway }; otherwise, it
b

will suffer more node interference αkE,g = αk ,g + {vb,ϑ |ρ2b >
ρ2k , γb,ϑ ∩ γk ,g = ∅, ϑ ∈ [0, pH ), snb or dnb is the gateway}.
b

We set |AE
i,g | = |Ai,g | + a, where a is an integer that represents the difference value between them. Then, from (7), we
determine that


|B i , g |
+ |Ai,g | + |φi | + a
m
.
(8)
z≥
pi

(5),

pi
+m ·p i −|B i , g |+a
pi

E
| = 0 and the upper bound
Similarly, in the worst case |Bi,g
E
of |Ai,g | + |φi | is m · H. Therefore, z ≥ mp·H
. Thus, for all
i
m ·H
packets, we can determine that z ≥ p m i n , which is also the
upper bound of the speedup factor for algorithm E-RM with
strategy (b).


to

+|A i , g |+|φ i |+a

≤

the

|B i , g |
m

right

side

+m ·p i −|B i , g |+a
pi

.

of

(8)

When

is
z≥

, (7) holds. Similarly, |Bi,g | = 0. Then,
z ≥m+

a
.
pi

(9)

Regarding (6) and (9), we find that the difference between
the two algorithms is the expression pai , which can be positive
or negative. In Z-RM, to restrict the schedule performance loss,
we set the parameter z̄ = pai as a given threshold, and then assign priorities for vertices according to this threshold. When the
parameter z̄ is set to zero, Z-RM is the same as RM. We will
demonstrate the effect of parameter z̄ on the schedule performance of Z-RM in Section V.
In Z-RM, the priority assignment method is presented in
Algorithm 3. First, all flows are sorted in decreasing order of
their RM priorities (line 1), i.e., flow fi has higher priority than
flow fi+1 . Similarly, the gateway vertex has prime priority and
subpriority (RM priority) (lines 8 and 13). Nongateway vertices
have a descent priority ρ3 in addition to prime priority and subpriority (lines 8–11). The descent priority is assigned according
to the given threshold z̄ and denotes which gateway vertices are
allowed to be scheduled before nongateway vertices with higher
subpriorities. For example, gateway vertex vb is allowed to be
scheduled before nongateway vertex vc if ρ3c > ρ2b .
Because threshold z̄ is for an entire routing graph, we set that
all nongateway vertices of a flow have the same descent priority.
In every period of flow fi , the minimum value of parameter k
that does not guarantee z̄ ≥ pai is its descent priority (line 3).
Set Aki,g denotes the node interference suffered by flow fi in the
gth period when its descent priority is equal to k. The definition
of set Aki,g is similar to that set AE
i,g . The difference is that the
gateway vertex whose flow ID is greater than k is not contained
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in set Aki,g . However, using this method to assign priorities, the
following problem can occur. Given two nongateway vertices vb
and vc and ρ3b > ρ3c , ρ2b < ρ2c , there exists a gateway vertex
ve such that ρ3b > ρ2e > ρ3c . When we compare the priorities
of vb and vc , vertex vb should be scheduled first. When the
comparison is between vc and ve , vertex vc should be scheduled
first. When the comparison is between vb and ve , vertex ve has
higher priority than vertex vb ; their priorities are deadlocked
with each other. Therefore, the descent priorities of flows are
in nondecreasing order (lines 4–6). The time complexity of
line 3 is O(|F |( p mHi n )|V |). The number of iterations of the for
loop in line 2 is O(|F |). Therefore, the time complexity of
Algorithm 3 is O(|F |2 ( p mHi n )|V |).
Based on these priority assignments, the method in Z-RM
that selects the highest priority vertex in set V is as follows.
If a vertex has the highest prime priority, it is scheduled first.
Otherwise, selected vertex vb guarantees the following terms
∀vc ∈ V andvc = vb :
⎧
⎪
⎨ ρ2b < ρ2c , if ρ1b == ρ1c
ρ2b < ρ3c , if ρ1b = ρ1c , vb is a gateway vertex
⎪
⎩
ρ3b < ρ2c , if ρ1b = ρ1c , vb is a non-gateway vertex.
Except for the priority assignment and the vertex selection,
the other pseudocode segments are the same as those in E-RM,
and their time complexities are the same.
IV. CHANNEL MANAGEMENT SCHEME
The proposed E-RM and Z-RM schedule data flow in the
lower level and obtain the number of required channels. In this
section, we focus on the upper level and propose a channel
management scheme to isolate multiple networks according to
the results of E-RM and Z-RM.
Recall that we use superscripts to denote to which network
the symbol belongs, e.g., the symbol mi denotes the number
of actual channels used by network wi , and if networks wi and
wj overlap, then cij = 1. Our proposed channel management
scheme contains the initial assignment and the dynamic adjustment. They are as follows.
A. Initial Assignment
There are only 15 channels. Owing to external interference,
some channels cannot be accessed and some channel will be
used to adjust the initial assignment. Hence, the channel resource
is scarce. To isolate networks and reserve channels for adjusting
assignments, our objective for the initial assignment algorithm is
to minimize the number of channels required to isolate networks.
This problem is similar to the minimum vertex coloring problem
[20], which uses the minimum number of colors to solve the
graph-coloring problem. The graph construction of our system
is as follows. Each network corresponds to mi vertices, and any
two of these vertices directly connect with each other. If cij = 1,
then the vertices of the network wi directly connect to all vertices
of network wj . The colored graph of the example in Fig. 3 is
shown in Fig. 6. Then, we use the classical DSATUR [20] to
solve this problem. The classical algorithm DSATUR assigns

Fig. 6.

Colored graph of the example in Fig. 3.

Algorithm 4: Dynamic Adjustment Algorithm.
Require: M g , Mg and ∀Mi
Ensure: M g

1: M ← {j|j ∈ [11, 25] and j ∈
/ (Mg ∪ M̄ g ∪ ∀a,c g a =
1Ma )};
do
2: for each i ∈ M g 
(|j − a| > 2) then ξ ← j; break;
3:
∀j ∈ M, if
∀a∈M g

4:
ξ ← a random channel offset in M;
5:
M g ← M g − {i} + {ξ}; M ← M − {ξ};
6: return M g ;

the least colors to the vertices in order from maximal to minimal
connection degree. In our system, except for the channels that are
on blacklists, other channels are usable colors. Thus, for each
vertex in order from maximal to minimal connection degree,
the possible least channel is assigned to it. Fig. 6 also shows the
resulting assignments of channels {1, 2, 3} to w1 ; {4, 5, 6} are
assigned to w2 and w3 . The interference relationship, which is
c12 = c23 = 1 in Fig. 6, will influence the effect of the channel
assignment. Previously described topology control techniques
[21], [22] can be used to reduce interference among coexisting
networks. However, these topics are not the focus of this paper;
we will study them in future work.
B. Dynamic Adjustment
The second subproblem is how to adjust assignments dynamically to alleviate interference from external peripherals. A
previously published work [18] indicates that a short time window is sufficient for estimating channel quality and infrequent
channel adjusting can improve reliability. Therefore, we adjust
channel assignments according to the transmission loss rate in
a time window. In each time window, every node records the
number of transmissions that are not received on the assigned
channel, and before the end of the time window, the last three
packets generated by the node piggyback records to the network
manager. Using three packets can improve reliability. The network manager calculates transmission loss rates and sends them
to the coordinator. Then in the coordinator, for each channel, if
its transmission loss rate is greater than the given threshold, the
quality of the channel is set to poor and the adjustment algorithm
(see Algorithm 4) is invoked to reassign a new channel. At the
beginning of the next time window, the information about the
reassigned channel is sent to all nodes of the network. The new
channel is then used.
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Fig. 7.

Run times. (a) 30 ≤ n ≤ 130. (b) n ≤ 1000.

In Algorithm 4, set M g contains the channels that need to be
reassigned. The channel IDs used in the WirelessHART network
are from 11 to 25, and Mg is the set of channels that are used
by network wg in the last two time windows. If a channel is
used by network wa that overlaps with network wg , it cannot
be reassigned to network wg . The selectable channels are in set
M (line 1). A previous study [18] indicates that the reliability
of adjacent channels is strongly correlated and that the new
channel is at least three offsets away from the original channel.
Therefore, if there exists a channel that is at least three offsets
away from all channels in M g , the channel is selected as a
new one (line 3). Otherwise, a random channel in set M is the
new one (line 4). Then, the original channel is changed and the
selectable channel set M is updated (line 5). Its time complexity
is O(|M g |2 |M|), where |M g | and |M| are not greater than 15.
Therefore, the complexity is O(1).
V. EVALUATION
In this section, our simulations are presented to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our methods. The evaluation contains three
parts. They focus on different aspects and compare different
performance metrics in parallel. First, a run time comparison
is presented to explain why we use the two-level framework
rather than centralized management. Second, we demonstrate
that our scheduling algorithms use less channel resources than
do existing ones. Finally, based on trace-driven simulations, we
present that our channel management algorithm can reduce the
packet loss rate and improve network reliability. We compare
our algorithms with the classical real-time scheduling policies
RM and least laxity first (LLF), which first schedules the transmission whose packet has the least laxity time). For our system
model, the classical EDF policy is the same as RM. Therefore,
we do not consider it. To avoid a biased comparison and perform a thorough evaluation, we impose no restriction on how
to choose test cases. In our simulations, thousands of test cases
were generated randomly. The network deployment followed
(1) that appeared in a previous study [23], and several random
shortest paths combine in a routing graph. This approach is more
general and can yield unbiased results.
A. Our Framework Versus Centralized Managements
The classical policies LLF and RM are considered the centralized methods. Fig. 7 shows a run time comparison among
centralized methods and our two-level framework. Each point in

Fig. 7(a) denotes the average value of 100 test cases. When the
number of nodes in a network is 110, the running time of these
methods is 11.2, 8.8, 8.4, and 6.1 s. In reality, this time scale
is acceptable because in industrial wireless sensor networks,
initialization, including, for example, node joining, topology
generation, and path generation, will last for a few minutes.
The extra several seconds introduced by our algorithms can
be neglected. For a large-scale system, our methods focus on
the single WirelessHART network and need only schedule at
most 100 nodes. However, the centralized methods must schedule the entire network. Because the running time is too long
for the large-scale system, we use trend lines to help predict it.
The polynomial trend lines are drawn through the data points in
Fig. 7(a). Then, the same trend lines are extended to 1000 nodes
as shown in Fig. 7(b). From the figure, we find that although the
centralized methods are the simple LLF and RM, the run time
remains unacceptable. When the number of nodes is 1000, the
run times of these two methods are approximately 97 and 211 h.
B. Scheduling Algorithm
We initially evaluate our scheduling algorithms in a single
network, and then in coexisting networks. The period parameter
is randomly selected in the set {2i |∀i ∈ [pl , pu ]}. The CPLEX
solver is exploited to obtain the optimal solution from the
formulation (see Section III-C). To allow the problem to be
solved by using CPLEX, we set the number of nodes n = 6
and pl = pu = 1. One hundred test cases that can be solved by
CPLEX in an acceptable time are used to evaluate the effectiveness of other algorithms. In these test cases, the algorithms
E-RM, Z-RM, RM, and LLF have the same solutions. The solutions of 87 test cases, which are solved by these algorithms,
are the same as CPLEX. In these simple networks, almost all of
the number of routing hops are less than 3. Over 70% of transmissions pass through the gateway. In this case, even without
our proposed prime priority, the gateway is almost fully used in
every time slot. Therefore, RM and LLF are the same as ours.
Because CPLEX cannot determine a feasible solution in an
acceptable time, the following simulations do not employ it.
We compare these algorithms under different parameter configurations, and the number of nodes ranges from 20 to 90. The
comparisons are shown in Fig. 8. For each figure, 5000 test
cases were randomly generated. We use extensive simulations
to validate the universality of our algorithms. A column in the
figure represents the number of test cases that can be scheduled when the minimum number of used channels is equal to
the abscissa value. For example, in Fig. 8(a), the value of the
first column is 4715, thus indicating that 4715 test cases can
be scheduled using at least two channels. From the figures, we
can see that when the number of channels is small, the columns
of our algorithms E-RM and Z-RM are greater than are those
of the classical algorithms. Thus, then with the increase in the
number of channels, the columns of the classical algorithms
are greater than ours are. Our algorithms, therefore, make flows
schedulable on fewer channels. Among these algorithms, E-RM
is more effective than the others, and LLF has the worst results.
From Algorithm 3, we know that when z̄ = 0, Z-RM is the
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Schedulable ratio.

Remaining channels.

single network is randomly selected in {30, 50, 70, 90}. For each
configuration, we randomly generate 100 test cases, and then
calculate the sum of the remaining channel resources. Fig. 10
shows the normalized number with E-RM as the baseline. From
the figure, we find that as the number of coexisting networks
increases, the classical policies waste more channels. With the
increase in the number of coexisting networks, the difference is
increasingly distinct. Therefore, when eight networks coexist,
compared with the classical policies RM and LLF, our algorithms conserve approximately 23% and 63% of the channel
resources, respectively.

Fig. 8. Minimum number of required channels in a single network.
(a) n = 20, p l = 2, and p u = 3. (b) n = 30, p l = 2, and p u = 4. (c) n =
40, p l = 3, and p u = 4. (d) n = 50, p l = 3, and p u = 5. (e) n = 60, p l =
3, and p u = 6. (f) n = 70, p l = 3, and p u = 7. (g) n = 80, p l = 3, and
p u = 8. (h) n = 90, p l = 3, and p u = 8.

same as RM. Therefore, the simulation adopts z̄ = 1 and z̄ = 3
to evaluate Z-RM. From extensive simulations, we know that
when z̄ = 3, the results of Z-RM are similar to E-RM. Then, we
compare these algorithms on schedulability. The performance
metric is a schedulable ratio, which is defined as the percentage
of test cases for which an algorithm is able to find a feasible
schedule. Fig. 9 shows the normalized schedulable ratios of the
simulations in Fig. 8 with RM used as the baseline. Each set
of columns corresponds to a figure of Fig. 8. We find that our
algorithms have similar schedule performance to RM (97% on
average).
The objective of our scheduling algorithms is to reserve more
channel resources for dynamic channel adjustment. Fig. 10
shows the comparison of remaining channel resources under multiple coexisting networks. The number of nodes in a

C. Channel Management
We consider the following comparison methods.
1) Original: There is no channel management, and each WirelessHART is scheduled based on RM.
2) Our+noBL: Our channel management scheme without
blacklists.
3) Our+BL: Our scheme with blacklists.
The performance metric we used is the packet loss rate. Packet
loss is severely affected by the external interference, because the
external interference is uncontrolled and dynamic. Even when
we evaluate the three methods on the same area but not for the
same duration, the external interference suffered by the methods is different. Therefore, to guarantee fairness for all methods,
we conduct trace-driven simulations. We trace the states of 15
channels from 8 A.M. to 12 A.M. over two days, and simulate
these methods based on the same trace file. Our wireless nodes
that are used to collect channel states are implemented on an
MSP430 and a CC2420. The transmission power is 0 dBm.
Due to limited space, we omit the detailed introduction of the
collecting system. The entire network in Fig. 3 is simulated
based on trace files. Each network contains 50 nodes and other
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focus on the reliability and real-time performance of a single WirelessHART network. In this paper, we focused on the
coexistent management of multiple WirelessHART networks.
We proposed two algorithms to schedule flows in a single network. The two algorithms save more channel resources than
do the classical policies. Our proposed scheme adopt different channels to avoid interference between multiple coexisting
networks and alleviate external interference. Based on real-life
state traces, the simulation results indicate that our methods can
significantly improve reliability.
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Comparison of packet loss rates. (a) Day 1. (a) Day 2.
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